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ABSTRACT

Sales forecasting, and the accuracy thereof, is prominent in business games. Invariably, explicit forecasts are made by game participants. The present research, though, describes an implicit measure of forecasting accuracy. The measure has the benefit of being available retroactively for use, primarily, in basic research. A complement questions measuring forecasting accuracy without taking into account stockouts.

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

Forecasting, more specifically sales forecasting accuracy, is prominent in a variety of roles in business games:


- Applications using accuracy of sales forecasts as a criterion for evaluation of participants (Peach & Plant, 2000, Teach & Patel, 2007)

- Post hoc student assessment of learning and “...the construction of a test bank of items designed to assess the degree to which learning takes place from playing a total enterprise simulation (Gosen & Washbush, 2001, p. 92; also Gosen & Washbush, 2002, Gosen & Scott, 2000, Gosen et al., 1999)

- Development of a decision support system diagnosing forecast error (Palia, 2011) and an online tool for students to use for forecasting (Palia, 2004)


But there is an “else” that principally might be used in basic research and does not require explicit forecasts made by participants. This report describes how forecasting accuracy may be inferred from participant decisions and basic outcomes produced by the game algorithm design; an implicit measure of sales forecasting accuracy.

DEMAND VERSUS SALES

For the present research, and generally, it is useful to clarify that “demand” here refers to product units that consumers seek to purchase. This is the demand attributable to the desirability to consumers of the company’s offering (along with other factors, e.g., the game environment structure and competitors’ strategies). In contrast, “sales” refers to units actually sold. The difference between demand and sales is stockouts. Stockouts reflect the opportunity loss of sales that could have could have been made, but were not due to lack of product availability. It is demand that is influenced by company strategy. Sales equals demand where sufficient product units are available.

The incidence of stockouts may not be inconsequential. Dickinson (2006b, pp. 234-235) reported that, “Across the (four) competitions between 20.9 and 27.3 percent of approximately 6,000 inventories stocked out.”


Simple as the schema is, it is critically important where sales forecasting accuracy is involved. While it may be nominally termed a “sales” forecast, it is demand that is forecasted.

AN IMPLICIT MEASURE OF ACCURACY (ERROR)

Forecast “accuracy” and forecast “error” describe the same phenomenon. Whether termed “accuracy” or “error” two pieces of information are required: the forecasted value and an actual value, i.e., actual demand. As explained above, the actual value should be demand, not sales.

(Researchers differ in the calculation made using these two pieces of information. E.g., absolute value of difference between forecast and actual divided by actual (de Souza, Bernard, & Cannon, 2010, p. 72; Teach, 1989, p. 104), actual divided by forecast (Peach & Platt, 2000, p. 245), absolute value of difference between actual and forecast (Gosen & Washbush, 2001, p. 93; Washbush, 2003, p. 251).)

“FORECASTED” DEMAND

Consider games in which product orders (for resale by the game company) must be placed or production of units must be planned. A simple progression is that the number of units ordered or produced plus the number of units available in inventory at the beginning of the competition...
period equals the number of units the company manager anticipates, i.e., forecasts, selling. For example, in *The Marketing Management Experience* (Dickinson, 2006a) there are incentives for not ordering more units than anticipated to be sold, i.e., inventory carrying costs and product obsolescence. (Any improvement in product quality applies to new product orders, not units in inventory.) And there are no incentives for carrying excess inventory, e.g., as a precaution against future availability or cost increases. Too, of course, there is the basic incentive of having available inventory to meet demand, i.e., to not stockout.

Thus, the number of product units in beginning inventory plus the number of product units ordered or produced is taken to be the manager’s sales forecast.

**DEMAND**

Capturing actual demand for the implicit accuracy (error) measure calculation depends on the information available. In some fashion game software processes companies’ (marketing) strategy decisions (along with other factors) to arrive at the number of units demanded (before adjusting for stockouts). Most directly, then, this number of units demanded is the second piece of information needed to calculate forecasting accuracy. Whether those results are retained by the game software or, if retained, made available to instructors (or students) is another matter. But they easily could be retained and made available and game designers might consider incorporating this feature. These demand amounts may be used whether or not companies are responsible for ordering or producing product units.

**DEMAND = ACTUAL SALES**

For games where supply is not unlimited, i.e., product orders must be placed or production of units must be planned, the simplest outcome is that available inventory (=beginning inventory plus units ordered or produced) is (more than) sufficient to satisfy demand. In settling on the number of units to order or produce, the manager has overestimated demand. Forecast error in this scenario equals units remaining in inventory at the end of the competition period.

**DEMAND > ACTUAL SALES**

Where available inventory is not sufficient to satisfy demand then a stockout occurs, actual sales equals available inventory, and actual sales are less than demand. In lieu of originally calculated demand, stockout amounts may be available to the instructor and, perhaps, to participants (*The Business Management Laboratory*, Jenson, 1999; Palia, 2011 [*Compete*]; *Marketer: A Simulation*, Smith & Golden, 1987). Demand, then, equals beginning inventory plus units ordered or produced plus the stockout amount. As with demand above, stockout amounts could be made readily available by game designers.

Some games provide for automatically at least partially reducing stockouts by transfers of different types (*Intop*, Thorelli and Graves, 1964) or expedited or overtime production (*Compete*, Faria, 2006; *The Marketing Game!*, Mason & Perreault, 2002; *Marketing Simulation*, Bush & Burns, 1991). These provisions come at a cost to the company and, of course, reduce stockout amounts. These reduction amounts, though, are generally known and need only be added to the calculation of actual demand.

Whether demand is available directly or available indirectly with knowledge of stockout amounts, forecast error equals that demand minus units available (units available taken to be the manager’s forecast).

**USES**

**BASIC RESEARCH**

The primary use for this implicit measure of forecast accuracy may be in basic research. Prospectively, instructors may not wish to require forecasts from students, yet wish to conduct basic research involving forecasting accuracy. Implicit forecasts might be available for this purpose. In like fashion, a major benefit may be that with this approach implied sales forecasts may be available retroactively. For games where demand is retained, e.g., *The Marketing Management Experience* (Dickinson, 2006a), it is possible to conduct basic research involving forecasting accuracy even when game participants did not make explicit sales forecasts.

**PARTICIPANT EVALUATION**

Forecasting accuracy, of course, is widely used as a criterion for evaluating game participant performance. The implicit forecast accuracy measure broached here might potentially be used in this capacity.

The difference between demand and sales is product availability. The mere fact that demand, rather than sales, is to be used to define forecast accuracy in itself might move participants to be more mindful of product units ordered or produced.

In turn, presumably participants must be fed back demand information. This has an interesting pedagogical implication for business games. In the real world, managers rarely know demand; they know sales. One of the “costs” of stocking out is that the actual effect of (marketing) strategies on consumers is not known. Estimating the effectiveness of strategy is very much compromised. Possible exceptions might be where a manager is on the retail site and might personally observe unsatisfied customers or where rainchecks are issued. But such surely are exceptions and are also inexact. So informing game participants of demand is unrealistic. (In business-to-business environments where business customers place orders, it is possible that unsatisfied demand is better known than in the retail marketplace.)

On the other hand, it would be educational for participants to be better able to gauge the effect of their strategies. That is, it would be beneficially informative for participants in learning to formulate strategies. Finally, of course, it may be desirable for participants to learn forecasting methods, i.e., to make explicit forecasts.
The act of making explicit forecasts is educational in itself. It has been suggested that “...in at least business gaming situations, the engagement or practice of forecasting is more important than the forecast’s accuracy.” (Wolfe, 1993, p. 56 citing Smith and Golden, 1991)

However, the implicit measure of forecasting accuracy might be used in conjunction with, rather than in place of, participant explicit forecasts. After all, how is the participant ever to know the actual accuracy of his/her forecasts?

EXAMPLE

A competition using The Marketing Management Experiment (MME, Dickinson, 2006a) may be used to illustrate the implicit measure of forecasting accuracy. The MME comprises four product-region market segments (two products marketed in two geographic regions). Each segment is different, specifically having different market response functions. Game participants need not market in all four segments, although normally most participants do. Product orders are placed in each segment and inventories are maintained in each segment.

The particular competition comprised 26 companies (across six industries) with the competition lasting nine periods. Potentially, then, a total of 936 (=26x4x9) implicit forecasts might be made. That number is reduced to 805 by companies not marketing in all segments for some or all periods.

As explained above an implied forecast can only be made when a manager places a product order in a given period for a given segment. (In not placing an order evidently the manager believes the number of units in beginning inventory is sufficient. But “sufficient” is an inexact “forecast.” The manager evidently anticipates demand to be less than [or equal to] beginning inventory, but by how much less is not available.) Across the 805 segment-periods an order was not placed 52 (6.5%) times.

Of the 753 instances where an order was placed, units remained unsold in inventory at the end of the period 614 times. The manager’s implicit sales forecast was beginning inventory plus units ordered. Those numbers of unsold units are the implicit measure of forecast error.

In 139 instances (18.46% of 753) the company stocked out. In those instances forecast error equaled the number of units demanded minus the number of units actually sold, i.e., the amount of the stockout.

Calculating forecast error as |demand-forecast|/demand the median forecast errors for the four market segments were 0.296 (n=192), 0.405 (166), 0.197 (201), and 0.291 (194), respectively.

Forecasting accuracy, explicit or implicit, is of little interest in and of itself. It is interesting only in conjunction with, say, implications for management strategy, specific forecasting techniques, basic research relating accuracy to other constructs, and possibly game participant evaluation. This example illustrates that the implicit measure may make available forecasting accuracy that might, in turn, be used in such ways.

LIMITATIONS

As explained above, the implicit measure of forecast accuracy cannot be applied where a company does not place a product order or plan a production quantity, i.e., where in effect the manager does not make a forecast. (The manager obviously “forecasted” that existing inventory would be sufficient, but that is an inexact implicit forecast.) This would seem to be a manageable limitation. The incidence of this is low. In the data used for illustration above only 6.5 percent of company-period-segments did not have an order placed. For student evaluation purposes, an average error can be calculated based on the instances where a product order was placed or production quantity planned. For basic research purposes, an average error might similarly be used or the instances of no product order being placed simply omitted from analyses.

Against this, comparing actual sales with explicit self-reported forecasted sales would seem to be even more problematic where stockouts occur (though this may be corrected by incorporating stockout information where available to arrive at actual demand).

SAFETY STOCKS

Textbooks commonly note, if not prescribe, that inventory might be maintained at a higher level than anticipated, i.e., higher than forecasted sales. This as a precaution against unexpectedly high demand and the avoidance of stockouts. Where managers do, then, maintain safety stocks the accuracy of the implicit measure of forecast accuracy is compromised; product orders (coupled with beginning inventory) are greater than implicitly forecasted demand.

The maintenance of safety stocks is but a recognition that the manager’s explicit or implicit forecast may be erroneous. This practicality is akin to the maxim that 80 percent of advertising is wasted; we just don’t know which 80 percent. Thus managers continue to “overspend” on advertising.

Nonetheless, normatively the manager’s aim should be to get the forecast correct and thereby eliminate both out of pocket costs and opportunity losses.

LEVEL OF FORECAST ERROR

Units of products ordered or produced are the basis for implied forecasts. These decisions are important in their own right. That game participants are not required to make explicit sales forecasts should not diminish the importance of order/producing decisions. Possible pedagogical benefits of requiring explicit sales forecasts are recognized above.

Actively rather than passively making forecasts may lead to more accurate forecasts, e.g., the employment of forecasting tools. That, however, is an issue of the desirability of requiring explicit forecasts. The validity of implied forecasts does not rest on this consideration.
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